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Compact Analog VLSI 2-D Velocity Sensor
Rainer A. Deutschmann and Christof Koch

Abstract| We present an algorithm and its analog

VLSI implementation for computing the spatially re-

solved two dimensional velocity of a moving visual

scene. The algorithm is based on detecting and track-

ing intensity edges and works without clock in real

time. The pixel-parallel implementation of our focal-

plane sensor is space-e�cient because of a low transis-

tor count and minimal inter-pixel wiring. We present

experimental results of a 14� 17 prototype array fabri-
cated in a standard 1.2 �m CMOS process. The sensor

is found to compute stimulus velocity over a velocity

range of more than two orders of magnitude. The ve-

locity output is independent of stimulus contrast down

to 11% contrast. A snapshot of the sensor output is

to demonstrate the sensor operation with natural 2-D

visual input. Due to a maximum power consumption

of below 50 �W per pixel even high-resolution sensors

can be powered o� a small battery and lend themselves

ideally to mobile applications.

Keywords|Motion estimation, velocity sensor, focal

plane sensor, smart vision sensor, parallel image pro-

cessing, optical ow, analog VLSI, robot vision.

I. Introduction

In automobiles an increasing amount of sensors and
subsequent electronic signal processing is used to ren-
der driving ever more comfortable and safer. Sensing
and processing of optical information is a promising but
also di�cult task. On the one hand automobiles inher-
ently are operated in a fast changing and dynamic envi-
ronment, which poses strong requirements on the real
time performance of the sensor system. On the other
hand a wealth of information can be obtained from the
analysis of moving scenes. Including the time domain
into image processing allows one to tackle tasks such as
obstacle avoidance, ego-motion estimation, especially
determining the heading direction and the time to con-
tact as well as slip detection, further object tracking
and projection of its trajectory, �gure background seg-
mentation, and recovering the 3-D velocity and 3-D
structure of the viewed scene. The �rst step to solving
these tasks is often to compute the so called optical
ow �eld, which is an estimate of the perspective pro-
jection on the image plane of the 3-D velocity �eld.
The optical ow �eld has traditionally been com-

puted on serial computers. For an overview over
some algorithms cf. the comparative study of Barron
et. al. [1]. It has proven di�cult, though, to obtain the
motion information in real-time, unless powerful com-
puters were used. Additionally computing times scale
unfavourably with the image size and usually increase
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with O(N2), where N�N is the amount of image pixels.
In the last decade a new approach to motion com-

putation has been paid attention to. Progress in VLSI
technology for the �rst time allowed to implement mo-
tion detection algorithms on a custom designed chip in
CMOS technology [2]-[15]. Using di�erent algorithms,
these motion sensors share the following features:

� They are single-chip sensors, i.e. the photorecep-
tors and the motion computation circuitry sit in the
focal plane. Very compact motion detection systems
are therefore possible.
� They are pixel-parallel implementations, i.e. motion
computation is performed in synchrony by all pixels.
Parallel computation avoids the bottleneck between
photoconversion and further processing and also makes
the system more tolerant against failure of individual
pixels.
� No clock is required for motion computation. Since
image irradiance is by nature continuous, an asyn-
chronous circuit implementation is well suited to mo-
tion computation and avoids the negative e�ect of tem-
poral aliasing otherwise encountered in computer im-
plementations.
� In contrast to digital implementations, here transis-
tors are used as analog computing elements. This al-
lows for compact implementation of complex functions
and �lters. Subthreshold operation of the transistors
greatly reduces the power consumption.
Existing analog VLSI motion sensors can be classi-

�ed into gradient-based and correlation-based sensors.
Gradient-based sensors use local temporal and spatial
derivatives of the light intensity to compute motion.
An early design of Tanner and Mead [2] tried to im-
plement the gradient constraint equation through a
feedback mechanism. The chip could only solve for
one global 2-D velocity vector and showed poor perfor-
mance. Deutschmann et. al. [14] implemented straight-
forwardly the 1-D gradient model, which yields veloc-
ity independent of spatial frequency and contrast by a
division of temporal and spatial derivatives. In 2-D,
though, the algorithm would yield a large pixel size. A
2-D sensor tuned to a �xed velocity was reported by
Benson and Delbr�uck [5]. Most recently Deutschmann
et. al. [15] have presented a 2-D gradient based sensor
of similar compactness as the present chip. Due to the
multiplicative algorithm, though, the motion output is
dependent on the shape of the stimulus.
On the other hand correlation-based sensors gen-

erally look for features, such as intensity edges, in
the visual �eld and track them over time. Etienne-
Cummings et. al. [9] have reported a 5�5 sensor, the
scaling of which to large arrays might be di�cult be-
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cause the architecture is not fully parallel. In 1996
Kramer et. al. have introduced a powerful feature
detector, namely a temporal edge detector based on
which they developed three di�erent 1-D velocity sen-
sors [8],[10]. Their FS sensor might show the best over-
all performance to date, but no single chip 2-D sensor
has been reported, partly because of algorithmic rea-
sons, and partly because of a too large pixel size. Based
on a similar feature extraction stage Deutschmann
et. al. [12] have reported two more compact sensors
that compute the direction-of-motion vector �eld in a
2-D array, but are not sensitive to stimulus velocity.
Along these lines we have developed the Facilitate

and Compare (FC) sensor that we present in this paper.
The FC sensor is the �rst fully pixel-parallel, focal-
plane analog VLSI velocity sensor that combines the
above mentioned advantages of a monolithic CMOS in-
tegration with a robust 2-D operation and has the po-
tential of pixel resolutions beyond 80�80 in a 1.2 �m
CMOS process. To the knowledge of the authors this is
the �rst velocity sensor that requires only one commu-
nicating wire between every pair of neighbouring pix-
els, thus greatly reducing space-consuming inter-pixel
wiring.
The paper is organised in the following way: In the

next two sections we will introduce the motion algo-
rithm and its analog VLSI implementation. In the
following section we will present experimental results
characterising the elementary motion detector; �rst the
transit time output, then the output dependence on
stimulus velocity, contrast and orientation. Finally we
will show a 14�17 motion vector �eld of the entire 2-D
prototype pixel array to give an intuitive impression of
the sensor performance with real-world input.

II. Algorithm

Each pixel of the 2-D array consists of a photorecep-
tor, a feature detector, and, separately for X and Y di-
rection, the motion computation circuitry. Since the X
and Y components of the motion vector are computed
independently, it is su�cient to subsequently describe
the principle of operation in one spatial dimension.
The principle idea of the FC sensor is to measure the

time it takes an image feature to travel between two
adjacent pixels. This time will henceforth be called
transit time. A feature detector which is sensitive to
intensity edges is used in the FC sensor. Any other
feature detector could be used instead. Using the cor-
relation of events at two adjacent pixels is a concept
already used in earlier designs [9], [10], [12] and is a
special case of a correlation based method for motion
computation. The FC sensor, though, implements a
much simpli�ed way of correlating events and natu-
rally yields the transit time of the respective feature.
In Figure 1 two adjacent elementary motion detec-

tors of the FC sensor are schematically displayed. Con-
sider an intensity edge moving left to right. As the
edge is detected at time tA by the feature detector in

Fig. 1. Principle of operation of the FC sensor

the left pixel A, a signal UA is initiated which starts
at a certain value and subsequently decays over time.
Similarly at the arrival of the edge at the second pixel
B, an identical but time-delayed signal is initiated. In
the comparison stage the di�erence UB � UA between
those two signals is computed. Because of the linear
decay of the signals, this di�erence is constant and a
direct measure of the transit time �t = tB � tA of the
edge moving from pixel A to pixel B. For fast moving
edges the transit time will be small whereas for slowly
moving features the transit time will be large. In order
to prevent null direction output during the time when
the edge is moving between the two pixels, the transit
time output is only allowed when both signals UA and
UB are larger than zero. We therefore call these signals
facilitation signals.
We will now discuss the output dependence of the

FC sensor on the stimulus velocity v, c.f. Figure 2.
We call the facilitation signal strength after initiation
Uo, the time over which the signal decays �leak, the
time during which the transit time signal is reported
(persistence time) �pt, and the transit time itself �t.
Two ranges for �t can be distinguished:

1. For inter-pixel transit times 0 < �t < �tmax we
�nd

�U (t) = �U =

= U0 � U0(1��t=�leak) =

= U0�t=�leak (1)

where tmax represents the longest time for which the
di�erence UB � UA can be computed by the compar-
ison circuit. We �nd that �U is constant during �pt,
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proportional to the inter-pixel transit time �t and thus
inversely related to the stimulus velocity v:

�t =
�U

Uo

�leak (2)

v = a=�t =
1

�U

aUo

�leak
(3)

where a is the pixel spacing. The persistence time �pt
is given by

�pt = �leak ��t � �leak (4)

because
�t� �leak: (5)

Fig. 2. The facilitation signals UA and UB of two neighbouring
pixels decay over time resulting in a di�erence signal �U

linear in the transit time �t of a moving feature

2. For inter-pixel transit times �t > �tmax di�er-
ences �U > �Umax produce a constant maximal out-
put. This is to prevent the output to grow too large.
In this velocity regime the persistence time of the con-
stant output pulse

�pt = �leak ��t = �leak �
a

v
(6)

linearly decays with increasing transit time �t. It fol-
lows that in the regime of very slow stimulus velocities
the FC sensor pulse width �pt codes inter pixel transit
times and

v =
a

�leak � �pt
(7)

If the stimulus moves so slow that the second pixel is
reached after a time longer than the persistence time
(�t > �pt), no output will be produced.

III. Implementation

One pixel consists of a photoreceptor, a temporal
edge detector, a facilitation circuit and a comparison
circuit. The former three circuits are required only
once per pixel even in a 2-D implementation. Solely the
comparison circuit receives input from neighbouring
pixels and is required separately for X and Y direction.

Fig. 3. The facilitation circuit is triggered by a voltage pulse
Utb from the temporal edge detector and generates a linearly
decaying voltage signal U(t).

We use the adaptive photoreceptor by Delbr�uck [16]
to convert the incoming irradiance into a voltage sig-
nal. This CMOS compatible receptor works over 6
decades of illumination and has the desirable property
to provide a continuous time output with low gain for
static signals and high gain for dynamic signals.
The temporal edge detector (TED) [8] basically is a

nonlinear temporal derivative circuit. It receives input
from the photoreceptor and generates a short output
voltage pulse for large enough negative illumination
transients. Di�erent from the design by Kramer et. al.
we added to the output of the TED two coupled in-
verters in order to control the sensitivity of the TED
and to obtain a digital output signal.
The facilitation circuit is shown in Figure 3. The

inverted output of the TED Utb is connected to tran-
sistor M1 such that capacitor C1 is charged up to Vdd
when the TED responds with a pulse. The charge on
the capacitor subsequently leaks o� through transistor
M2 such that the facilitation voltage U (t) linearly de-
cays to GND within the time �leak. The bias voltage
nleak allows to adjust the time �leak and thus the time
tmax which determines the velocity range to which the
FC sensor is sensitive. A strong bias results in short
leakage times. In this case the FC sensor will be maxi-
mally sensitive to fast stimulus velocities. Similarly for
a weak bias the FC sensor will be able to distinguish
slow velocities.
The comparison circuit (c.f. Figure 4) computes the

di�erence between two facilitation voltages UA and UB

and outputs a current linear in this di�erence only
of both voltages are larger than a small threshold
Ut � 0:7V . The circuit consists of a �ve transistor
transconductance ampli�er with additional two tran-
sistors M3 and M4 shutting it o� when either one of
the two facilitation voltages is below Ut, thus imple-
menting a logical AND function. If both facilitation
voltages are larger than Ut the output current of the
comparison circuit is approximately given by

Iout � I0
UB(t) � UA(t)

Uk

(8)

where Uk is a constant and I0 is a current de�ned by
the bias voltage Udiff . The ampli�er linear range of
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Fig. 4. The comparison circuit takes as input two facilitation
signals UA and UB and generates the transit time output
Iout.

about 100 mV corresponds to �Umax de�ned earlier.
The persistence time �pr of the current pulse Iout is
determined by the leakage time of the facilitation volt-
ages. Outside of this linear range the ampli�er sat-
urates and thus generates a constant maximal output
current pulse Imax with decreasing persistence time �pt
for increasing stimulus transit time.
The FC sensor chip was fabricated in a standard

1.2 �m double poly double metal N-well CMOS pro-
cess. The chip size of our prototype is 2.2 mm�2.2mm
and the resolution is 14�17 pixels. The pixel size is
109 �m�103 �m. A total of 35 transistors, one pho-
todiode of area 16 �m�15 �m and a total capacitance
of 2.57 pF are used per pixel. The total power con-
sumption of one pixel with Vdd at 5 V is 20 �W at
steady state and maximal 50 �W during the output of
a transit time vector.

IV. Experimental Results

We are now characterising the elementary motion
detector. For that purpose one representative pixel
of the array was selected and its output Iout for one
spatial dimension was monitored. A small video lens
of focal length 8 mm was placed above the open chip
carrier and at a distance of 25 cm gray bars printed
on a white sheet of paper were moved in front of the
sensor with a motor setup. The stimulus speed, its
contrast and its orientation could be well controlled.
Stimulus speeds are given as on-chip speeds in units
of pixels/sec. Contrast is de�ned by the ratio of the
di�erence over the sum of two illuminations.

A. Transit time output

First we demonstrate the transit time output Iout
generated as a response to stimuli moving in positive
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Fig. 5. Transit time output

X direction, c.f. Figure 5. As expected from the dis-
cussion in Section II the output Iout is generated when
the stimulus passes, then stays at a constant positive
value for a �xed time (�pt), and �nally goes back to
zero. For faster stimuli the pulse height of the output
Iout is smaller, but the pulse width is always the same.
In the second case for very slow velocities (�t > tmax)
the pulse reaches a maximum height and the pulse
width linearly decreases with increasing transit time
(not shown here).

B. Velocity dependence

We now characterise the transit time output as a
function of the stimulus velocity. Dark bars of 70%
contrast were moved in front of the sensor in positive
and negative X direction with speeds from 8 pixels/sec
to 400 pixels/sec. For 20 consecutive stimulus presen-
tations at every speed the transit time pulse height was
recorded. It was found that for all speeds 100% of the
stimulus presentations were detected by the sensor. In
Figure 6 the mean and standard deviation of the in-
verse pulse height is plotted against the stimulus veloc-
ity. As predicted by Equation 3 a linear relationship
between the inverse transit time output and the stim-
ulus velocity is obtained for stimulus speeds between
�30 pixels/sec and �400 pixels/sec. As expected for
smaller velocities the inverse transit time pulse height
becomes constant. According to Equation 7 in this
regime the pulse width can be used to give informa-
tion about the stimulus speed. In Figure 7 the data
is shown together with the theoretical curve. Stimulus
speeds down to 3 pixels/sec were correctly detected by
the sensor.

An interesting feature of the FC sensor is that by
virtue of the bias voltage nleak the sensor can be op-
timally adjusted to the range of stimulus speeds that
are expected. For example if the transit time pulse
height is to be used, nleak should be adjusted such
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Fig. 6. Inverse transit time output for stimulus velocities between 8 and 400 pixels/sec
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Fig. 7. Transit time pulse width output with theoretical �t

that the mean of all encountered stimulus velocities
lies in the middle of the dynamic range of the FC sen-
sor output. Automatically the persistence time is then
adjusted as well. For predominantly slow stimulus ve-
locities for example, nleak should be small, resulting
in a large �leak. The sensor is then most sensitive to
small stimulus speeds and the persistence time is long.
For predominantly fast speeds the opposite is true.

C. Contrast dependence

We have tested the FC sensor with stimuli of con-
trasts between 70% (black bar on white paper) and
4% (light gray on white) for various velocities. We
have found that the FC sensor detects the stimu-
lus with 100% reliability for contrasts down to 11%.
In this range the mean transit time output is con-

stant, whereas its standard deviation increases towards
smaller contrasts from 2% to 10%. The reason is that
the appearance time of a low contrast edge can less re-
liably be detected by the temporal edge detector that
unavoidably also ampli�es noise, such as the 120 Hz
icker of AC lighting.

D. Orientation tuning curve

It can be shown mathematically that two joint or-
thogonal pairs of pixels measuring transit time yield
a vector whose length is inversely proportional to the
stimulus velocity and whose orientation is normal the
the local stimulus gradient. The resulting vector �eld
thus is the inverse normal optical ow. We demon-
strate that the FC sensor computes this type of ow
�eld by using a bar stimulus of �xed velocity at orien-
tations from 0 to 360 degrees. The transit time output
for the X direction, shown in Figure 8, very well obeys
the expected cosine law. The output in Y direction is
phase shifted by 90 degrees.

E. Sample ow �eld

The pixels of the FC sensor can be randomly ac-
cessed and the local transit time vector components as
well as the local light intensity can be read out as bidi-
rectional currents. We connected the FC sensor to a
computer and displayed vector �eld and image as read
from the chip. The frame rate of 42 Hz was limited
by the speed of the display. In Figure 9 we show a
snapshot as a hand was moved in front of the sensor.
Most of the vectors point in the true direction of mo-
tion of the hand at an angle of 45 degrees. The so
called aperture problem becomes apparent at the lo-
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Fig. 8. Measured orientation tuning curve with theoretical �t

cation of the thumb, where the pixels can locally only
detect motion to the right. The trailing smaller vectors
are only transients and are about to disappear because
their persistence time is over.

Fig. 9. Sample ow �eld

V. Conclusions

We have presented a new algorithm for estimating
two-dimensional image motion. We have cast this al-
gorithm in analog VLSI CMOS circuits and built a
real time focal plane velocity sensor. Experimental
results demonstrate the robustness of the FC sensor
under real world conditions. Our sensor is more com-

pact than previous designs with the same functional-
ity. Using the same 1.2 �m process on a chip size of
9.4 mm�9.7 mm pixel resolutions of beyond 80�80
pixels were possible, the design should also scale to
smaller processes. As a low power, low cost integrated
system the FC sensor can be used in various industrial
applications and real time vision systems.
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